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such as deterrent patrol, 

are being increasingly scrutinized 
and their effectiveness questioned." 
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Police administrators in the 1980's 
will be required to deai with increasing 
fiscal constraints as public pressure 
results in mandates such as Proposi
tion 13. Traditional police practices and 
procedures, such as deterrent patrol, 
are being increasingly scrutinized and 
their effectiveness questioned. It is im
perative that police managers consider 
more efficient deployment of police 
personnel-they must learn to "do 
more with less" in the years ahead. 

This article will examine one area 
of concern-improving the effective
ness and productivity of preventive pa
trol operations. The directed patrol 
system is a step toward more efficient 
deployment of police resources. 

Traditional Preventive Patrol 

A principal assumption underlying 
preventive patrol has been that the 
deployment of highly visible and mobile 
patrol units could prevent and deter 
criminal activity. When officers have not 
been responding to calls for service, 
they have been engaged in preven
tive patrol-quasi-random movement 
through their beats. Although the activity 
might account for 30 to 40 percent of 
an officer's time, it is frequently frag
mented into small segments of time 
separated by s,;rvice calls and the per
formance of administrative duties.' 
One study concludes that on the aver
age, about 5 hours of an officer's 8-
hour shift are allocated at the officer's 
discretion, while 3 hours are spent on 
assigned tasks. 2 In other words, the 
problem with deterrent patrol, in the 

traditional sense, is that it has given 
too much latitude to the individual po
lice officer on patrol, with not enough 
attention being paid to managing the 
officer's time.3 

Most departments have not devel
oped systematic patrol goals and ob
jectives that can be used by patrol 
managers and firstline supervisors to 
prioritize the patrol workload and de
velop an effective patrol operation. 
Frank G. MacAloon, editor of Law and 
Order Magazine, stated, "Yesterday's 
concept of patrol, the repetitious driving 
a beaten path to insure police pres
ence and high visibility is about as 
practical as storing buffalo chips to 
neutralize the energy crunch. Trained 
men with modern equipment in the 
field will always be a necessity, but to 
expect little else from them is anti-pro
ductive and does guarantee boredom. 
Directing patrol officers to continually 
seek out suspicious persons, probable 
or potential criminal acts and constant
ly report these findings in an organized 
fashion for analysis is productive. 
Training the patrol force to initiate the 
preliminary investigation of crimes dis
covered or reported in their patrol dis
trict further develops their talents and 
usefulness." 4 

It is important to note that tradition 
is primarily responsible for what is tran
spiring today. This tradition began with 
the creation of the London Metropoli
tian Police in 1829 and continues to
day. As the "modern" policp GfiltHyed 
in London, their oiJerations were char
acterized by certain elements that are 
still common to law enforcement in
cluding: 

1) Officers were assigned 
beats-areas in which to conduct 
their patrol activities; 

2) Officers were clothed in a uniform 
that made them highly visible; 
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3) Officers patrolled their assigned 
areas in a random manner; and 

4) The tasks the officers performed 
w.,ile on patrol were determined 
by their own fnitiative. 5 

These elements emerged as, and 
remain, the basic components of "pre
ventive" patrol. Until just recently, they 
were considered "sacred" to the suc
cess of the patrol operation. Since 
1829, preventive patrol has not 
changed in any substantial way. With 
the exception of substituting the motor 
vehicle for foot patrol, the radio for the 
call hox, and other technical innova
tions, police patrol is still being handled 
in most departments in the United 
States as it was in London in 1829. 
The tradition of "preventive" patrol has 
had over 150 years to establish itself. 

There are other tradilional consid
erations which also impact upon the 
effectiveness of the patrol operation. 
Most firstline supervisors come from 
the ranks of ti1e patrol force and have 
been exposed to only the traditional 
patrol operation. The same is true for 
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most middle management, command, 
and administrative personnel. Most 
training provided to the recruit focuses 
on the traditional mode of patrol. The 
patrol officer begins his career by 
learning that "preventive" patrol is the 
accepted mode of operation, and this 
concept is reinforced by his ppers, su
pervisors, and chief. From the begin
ning of the "modern" police era, the 
activities of patrol officers were under
taken at the initiative of the officer. To 
a large extent, the patrol officer decid
ed what he did and when he did it while 
on patrol. The same is true today. This 
element of "officer-initiated" task per
formance is probably one of the most 
significant reasons why "preventive" 
patrol is ineffective.6 

The Directed Patrol Approach 

The methods used during directed 
patrol are no different than the meth
ods used by officers while performing 
random preventive patrol. Directod pa
trol IS visible, combines both highly 
mobile vehicular movement with some 
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foot patrol, emphasizes observation of 
street activity, and encourages officers 
to initiate citizen contact, as well as 
pedestrian and vehicular stops. How
ever, unlike traditional patrol, these 
methods focus on the specific crime 
and order maintenance problems that 
exist in a community.7 

The implementation of a directed 
patrol program requires a department 
to rethink its policy of permitting calls 
for service to be the major determining 
factor in police operations, and it de
mands that patrol supervisors assume 
a major role in analyzing beat problems 
and planning patrol activities. 

There are several advantages to 
the department, its personnel, and the 
community when a directed patrol sys
tem is used. Directed patrol makes 
maximum use of available resources. 
The primary resource within any police 
agency is its personnel, and any in
crease in their productivity would have 
to be viewed as an improvement in 
resource use. Another significant ad
vantage is that it can increase person
nel Job satisfaction and morale. By 
placing the patrol officer in a position 
to make criminal apprehensions, and 
therefore, have a direct impact on 
crime, he will realize more the Initial Job 
expectation-that of "catching crimi
nals." 

When uSing directed patrol. the 
department IS more likely to attain the 
goal of redUCing crime. Adopting a 
proactive approach to patrol can result 
In a roduclton of crime III the communi
ty-It IS an attaillable goal H 

[l"u'rnLJpf 14H? / 3 
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"The methods used 
during directed patrol 

are no different 
than the methods used 

by officers while 
performing random 
preventive patrol." 
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"Directed patrol makes maximum use of available resources." 

Crime Analysis-A Key Element 

Police arimlnistrators must look to 
their records system for information 
Identifying crime patterns and other 
community problems. It is necessary to 
attack specific crimes in limited geo
graphic areas with tactics that are tai
lored to fit the particular crime problem. 
In order to develop a set of workable 
objectives. crime data from the com
mUnity must be analyzed to identify the 
particular crimes to be targeted and 
select individual neighborhoods where 
the programs should be implemented. 
After the nonpreventable crimes are 
eliminated from consideration. and be
fore a detailed analysis of the target 
crimes IS conducted. a geographic 
analysis should be conducted uSing a 
pin map to Identify the specific neigh
borhoods with the greatest problems. 
Once the high-incidence areas have 
been established. the target neighbor
hoods should be selected so that a 
thorough analysIs of the targeted crime 
In that area can be conducted. Basical
ly. there are four factors '.hat must be 
Identified: 

1) Whe IS being vlctlmlLed; 
2) Who are the perpetra ~Cf s; 
3) How the offender IS committing 

the crime; and 
4) When the crlme~. are occurnng q 

Once these questl )ns have been an
swered. it IS possible to develop coun
termeaSures that can effecllvely deal 
With the targeted crime 

Input From Staff, Field Officers, and 
the Community 

Thorough planning is an essential 
element in the development and imple
mentation of an effective directed pa
trol operation. Crime analysis IS an 
essential element. as is input and sup
port from staff and field officers. Offi
cers in the field can provide Important 
Information on crime and community 
problems. 

Virtually all directed patrol oper
ations make use of some form of crime 
analysis; however. approaches to anal
YSIS and the quality of results vary 
Widely. 10 Crime ar.alysis may involve the 
Informal analysi:; of patrol officers. the 
informal Judg nent of command and 
supervisory p\1rsonnel. simple tabula
lions of crime o('''lJrrences. carefully 
developed. elaborate manual analj!..is 
procedures. and highly sophisticated. 
computerized analysis routines. In ad
dition. community perceptions of ~\1r

tlcular crime problems should oe 
conSidered. 

Often. problems of the community 
go unnoticed because police believe 
that they can best decide priorities. 
Although final deCISions on police 
strategy must rest With the law en
forcement agency, the community IS In 
a good position to adVise the police of 
crime and other problems. Citizens. 
viewing problems from a different per
spective. can prOVide a law enforce
ment agency with a differing view. With 
community input and proper analysis. a 
department can direct resources Into 
areas of greatest need for substantial 
Impact on crime JJatterns and other 
community problems. '1 

Implementation and Evaluation 

Planning IS an essential element In 
the Implementation of a directed patrol 
program. Police administrators and 
planners must conSider the new de-

mands being placed upon their patrol 
personnel and develop training and ad
visory supports to insure complete pro
gram implementation. Members of the 
department must adapt themselves to 
the various elements of a directed pa
trol program. These elements include: 

1) Acceptance by firstline 
supervisors of new analysis and 
management responsibilities. 
SIJpervlsors must analyze area 
crime and traffic problems and 
develop geographic dnd time
speCifiC. directed patrol activities. 
An increased responsibility must 
also be borne by supervisors for 
assessing the impact of directed 
activities and evaluating officers 
on how well they adapt to 
directed patrol assignments; 

2) Acceptance by patrol officers of 
directed patrol activities and new 
schedules and shift assignments 
that match actual workload 
demands, the loss of free or 
random patrol time, and the 
acceptance of new performancp 
evaluation standards that 
complement the directed patrol 
program are primary 
considerations; 

3) Acceptance by 
communlcations/ dispatch 
personnel of increased control by 
the patrol division over dispatch 
policy. workload priOritization 
schemes. and the development 
of alternative call response 
patterns; 

4) Acceptance by investigative 
personnel of aggressive efforts 
by patrol officers to complete 
more detailed preliminary 
investigations. engage in area 
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witness canvasses, and perform 
some nonuniformed patrol 
activities; and 

5) Acceptance by traffic, crime 
prevention, and community 
relations personnel of the more 
aggressive role patrol officers will 
play in performing these actilJities 
as part of their directed patrol 
assignments. '2 

There are certain critical steps po
lice administrators should take to insure 
a smooth and orderly development of a 
directed patrol program. These steps 
include: 

1) "Participatory Planning-It is 
helpful to let patrol personnel 
who will be affected by the 
change participate in the process 
of planning and development. 
This provides them with a sense 
of involvement and commitment 
to the project's success. It gives 
the officers an opportunity to 
voice their concerns and 
reservations from the outset, and 
it allows the planning process to 
benefit from the ideas and advice 
of experienced patrol officers and 
supervisors. 

2) Officer Training-It is important 
that all officers be retrained to 
carry out the directed patrol 
program. Training should be 
designed to relieve uncertainties 
about the project and to provide 
all personnel with reasons for 
particular changes and how the 
changes will affect their jobs. 

3) Supervisor Training-Special 
technical and motivational 
training should be given to 
first-line supervisors. Their 
cooperation can be a critical 
factor in successful project 
implementation. This training 
must emphasize the new 
management and planning 

responsibilities to be borne by the 
first-line supervisor. 

4) Program Responsibility
Individual responsibility for the 
entire project and its various 
components should be clearly 
established from the beginning. 
This will enhance individual 
accountability for the 
performance of particular tasks. 
Positive incentives can be offered 
by giving special recognition to 
officers who perform with 
particular distinction. 

5) Performance Monitoring-A 
system for monitoring project 
performance should be 
established and be fully 
operational prior to 
implementation. Careful project 

monitoring provides a means of 
quickly identifying existent and 
emerging problems. A 
department should be willing and 
able to make necessary 
adjustments as problems 
develop. 

6) Outside Assistance-Contacting 
departments which have 
developed similar projects can be 
helpful in anticipating and 
overcoming implementation 
problems. Their experience can 
be an invaluable source of 
guidance and direction. 

7) Internal 'Political' 
Considerations-It should be 
recognized that the process of 
developing and implementing 
changes and innovations in patrol 
can be, and often is, highly 
political. In an ideal world, all the 
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"Implementation of directed patrol systems is one relatively 
inexpensive way to increase police effectiveness." 

members of a department WOUld 
willingly cooperate in efforts to 
improve patrol productivity, with 
conflict arising only when there 
are honest differences 0; opinion. 
In reality, however, projects are 
often viewed as benefiting some 
groups or individuals more than 
others, and the relative sense of 
gain or loss can have significant 
consequences for implementa
tion. In implementing a new 
project, it is important to consider 
how it will be affected by the 
internal political realities of 0. 

department as well as opinions of 
individual officers. 

8) Public Education-Some 
changes in patrol practice, such 
as prioritization of calls for 
service and deferred response 
practices, may require 
reeducation of the public prior to 
implement;;ition. 

9) Performance Evaluation
Departments should develop an 
officer performance evaluation 
system that takes into account 
the major elements of the 
directed patrol program. Since 
directed patrol requires officers to 
match their activities to 
community problems and 
frequently to implement new 
tactics, the rewards system of the 
department should be changed to 
reinforce the new program. This 
is particularly true for sergeants 
and watch commanders who will 
be required to design deployment 
strategies and tactics based upon 
workload and crime information. 

Instead of rating officers only on 
how well they handle street 
incidents, patrol administrators 
will need to carefully monitor their 
analysis, planning, and 
management contribution."13 

Program evaluation is a critically 
important aspect of a directed patrol 
program. It provides the only systematic 
means of determining whether directed 
patrols are successful. There are two 
basic types of measures that are com
monly used in program evalua
tionf:- -outcome measures and process 
measures. 14 Outcome measures are 
used to assess the success of a spe
cialized operation in combating crime; 
process measures are used to exam
ine the way in which rle results of 
specialized operations were achieved. 
They assist in assessing how a pro
gram worked, but they are not indica
tors of overall effectiveness. 

t;onclusior; 

Police resources should be used 
in more effective and productive ways. 
PatiO I is seen as a preventive function 
by the majority 01 police administrators; 
however, the patrol function is now 
being assessed. In a study of patrol 
experiments, it was observed that the 
old and new types of patrol are still a 
subject of only limited interest among 
police and criminal justice profession
als-that "this becomes particularly 
apparent when one attempts to find 
reference material analyzing the im
pact of pilot projects." 15 In this regard, 
it was noted that articles pertaining to 
the use of directed patrol systems 
were practically nonexistent in criminal 
justice journals. Information was more 
easily located in government publica
tions and textbooks. It would seem, 
then, that there is more interest in 
directed patrol among :>::'i:ldemicians 
than practitioners of criminal justice 
administration. 

Given the economic and political 
pressures of the 1980's, fiscal con
straints in the public sector will bring 
increasing pressure to bear on police 
administrators for improving productiv
ity rather than simply adding personnel 
as a response to rising crime statistics. 
Given the cost of putting a police officer 
on the street, it is simply not feasible to 
continue adding personnel as we have 
for the past 150 years. The answer will 
be found in more efficient deployment of 
existing, or in some cases, reduced 
resources. 

Implementation of directed patrol 
systems is one relatively inexpensive 
way to increasE' police effectiveness. 
While such 8. system can be effective 
in a large city, it is particularly appropri
ate for use in the small or medium
sized police department. Not only are 
directed patrol systems relatively inex
pensive, but they provide a mechanism 
for placing resources in areas of real 
need. FBI 
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